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bike fit essential advice to keep you riding

get-ups Move more easily with this simple exercise

  GOODbaD

pedal-o-meter
Sometimes the wind’s at 
your back, and sometimes 
it’s all uphill
  
 GOOD
Head HoncHo? 
British cycling 
president Brian cookson 
has put his hat in the ring 
for the presidency of world cycling’s 
governing body, the uci. cookson has 
been in charge of British cycling since 
1996 and has overseen a remarkable 
transformation in the sport in the uk.

YorksHire Fiesta 
arts council england has approved a 
£1m grant to stage a cultural festival in 
yorkshire next year. the festival, which 
will be heavily cycling-related, will 
launch 100 days ahead of the start of the 
tour in the county on 5 July 2014.

M&s – MecHs and saddles? 
as we went to press, celebrities including 
James nesbitt and gaby roslin, along 
with 1400 staff from marks and spencer, 
were planning to take to their bikes to 
raise £1.5m for various charities. 
rockingham motor racing circuit in 
corby was the venue for the le mans 24 
Hour-style charity race.  

baD
tHe end For 
Wiggins? 
a poor showing from sir 
Brad at the giro, when 
he pulled out due to 
illness, coupled with sky’s 
announcement that he wouldn’t be part 
of their 2013 tour de France team, has 
led to ‘Wiggo’s finished’ threads on 
message boards. We’re not having any of 
it. Form is temporary, class is permanent. 

drugs are Bad, ok? 
more bad news from the giro was the 
disqualification of two italian riders – 
danilo di luca and mauro santambrogio – 
for positive dope tests. santambrogio 
was the winner of the race’s 14th stage 
and finished ninth overall, behind race 
winner vincenzo nibali.

riP ricHard Ballantine 
‘the godfather of cycling’ and author of 
the cycling bible Richard’s Bicycle Book, 
richard Ballantine will be sorely missed 
following his death at the end of may aged 
72. as well as his book, which offered all 
types of riding advice at a time when it 
was scarce, he was also the first man to 
import mountain bikes into the uk.

cuttinG eDGe

cyclinG lOcks yOu in a fixed 
position with limited ranges of 
movement and, if combined with a 
seated lifestyle off the bike, many 
muscle groups can become weak. This 
can make you more prone to strains. 
Movements that develop functional 
robustness, such as these get-ups, will 
help you to keep logging the miles. 

DO this: Lie on your back with bent 
legs, feet flat on the floor. Place one 
hand across your stomach. Without 
jerking or using momentum, sit up 
and, with the other hand to help, get 
up off the floor and stand up. Return to 
lying down in a controlled manner, the 
non-working hand on your stomach. 
Perform 10 reps then change sides.  

TRP HY/RD   
£109.99 › Hydraulic road disc brakes simplified…

You take the HY/
rd and i’ll take 

the lW/rd…

like it or not, disc brakes are coming, but up 
until the recent launch of SRAM’s Hydro Red, 
true hydraulic disc brakes have been very 
elusive. TRP got in early with its Parabox 
converter, though like all cable-to-hydraulic 
converters it adds complexity and extra 
weight. But its all-new HY/RD simplifies the 
issue of cable to hydraulic actuation. This 
contains the hydraulic fluid reservoir master 
cylinder within the calliper itself  (old-school 
mountain bikers may remember a similar 

design on the original Pro-Stop discs in the 
early Nineties), which means you can run 
any shifter setup you like –  SRAM, Shimano 
or Campagnolo – and their electronic 
versions too. TRP has also worked on 
countering potential heat build-up issues by 
using composite pistons that can manage 
heat better than traditional steel. At 195g 
per wheel plus 89g for the rotors the HY/RD 
is no heavyweight either.
www.upgradebikes.co.uk

 


